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ABSTRACT
Although new technology may benefit rural first responders to help them serve their communities, to date little is known about what communication technology problems rural first responders most need addressed and what future technology they desire. To explore the context of use and communication technology problems and needs of rural first responders, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 63 rural first responders across four disciplines: Communications (Comm) Center & 9-1-1 Services, Emergency Medical Services, Fire Service, and Law Enforcement. Using qualitative data analysis, interview data were sorted into problems and needs categories. Rural first responders’ greatest problems were with reliable coverage/connectivity, interoperability, implementation/information technology (IT) infrastructure, and physical ergonomics. Rural first responders’ greatest need for new technology was to address their current problems, but they were interested in new technology that leverages real-time technology and location tracking. Implications for researchers and developers of public safety communication technology are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Rural Environments and Incident Response
First responders in public safety disciplines, namely Communications (Comm) Center & 9-1-1 Services (COMMS), Emergency Medical Services (EMS), Fire Service (FF), and Law Enforcement (LE) personnel, respond to emergency incidents to serve and protect their communities. Although these professions face many dangers and difficulties, first responders in rural communities encounter unique challenges by nature of the rural areas they serve. To better understand these challenges and how to mitigate them, rural areas in the United States (U.S.; e.g., Ricci et al., 2003; Tiesman et al., 2007) and in countries around the world (e.g., Aftyka et al., 2014; Birdsey et al., 2016; Hang et al., 2004; Jennings et al., 2006) have been a topic of research, with many studies focusing exclusively on rural emergency response (e.g., Gamache et al., 2007; O'Meara et al., 2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004; Ramsell et al., 2019; Reddy et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2014).

A commonality in much of this work is finding that rural first responders are tasked to serve small communities that span wide landmasses. According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s definition, rural areas comprise 97% of the U.S.’s landmass, but only 19.3% of the population (Ratcliffe et al., 2016; U.S. Census Bureau). Because rural first responders must often cover wide distances, some studies of rural areas have found longer ambulance response times in rural areas (Aftyka et al., 2014; Jennings et al., 2006).

Rural first responders also respond to incidents resulting from the unique terrain of the area. Some rural areas are
impacted by seasonal weather, experiencing high rates of sporting injuries (e.g., skiing) during certain seasons (e.g., winter) (Birdsey et al., 2016) and high rates of injuries during times of the year with more severe weather (e.g., monsoons, rain) (Hang et al., 2004). Although injury-hospitalization and death percentages are higher in rural than urban areas (Cohen et al., 2009; Tiesman et al., 2007), rural areas are often served by rural first responders with small staffs that rely on volunteers or community workers who often have less experience and training (Gamache et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2014).

Rural Barriers to Technology

Although these environmental features make incident response different for rural first responders relative to their urban and suburban counterparts, rural first responders face additional challenges in utilizing the proper equipment to respond to incidents. Communication technology such as radios, cell phones, and mobile data computers (MDC) are one of the most important tools first responders use in incident response, allowing them to obtain information about incidents and coordinate the appropriate response (Choong et al., 2018). Unfortunately, rural first responders face two primary barriers that prevent them from accessing and using communication technology.

First, rural areas tend to lack the infrastructure needed to implement the latest communication technology (Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 2020). This lack of infrastructure results in a lack of broadband access in many rural areas (FCC, 2020) and slow broadband speeds in some areas (Meinrath et al., 2019; Perrin, 2019) that may ultimately prevent rural first responders from accessing and using technology for incident response. Moreover, the costs for buying, installing, and maintaining broadband infrastructure are high in rural areas (Strover, 2001; Yankelevich et al., 2017), sometimes due to the impact of natural geographic barriers (e.g., mountains) and harsh weather conditions on equipment (Pötsch et al., 2016; Surana et al., 2008).

Second, some work suggests that people in rural areas are reticent to adopt new technology. Despite many rural areas gaining more access to broadband infrastructure, the urban-rural broadband adoption gap continues to persist (Dickes et al., 2010; Department of Commerce (DOC), 2010; Whitacre, 2008). Although demographic disparities between rural and urban areas are related to these lower adoption rates (Whitacre, 2008), LaRose et al. (2007) suggest that broadband adoption in rural areas is predicated on individuals’ prior experience with, expected outcomes using, and self-efficacy for using the internet. Relatedly, work examining non-internet users found that their primary reason against adopting broadband in their homes was that they did not have any interest or need for broadband (DOC, 2010). Although this was the top reason for both rural and urban households, a larger share of rural households than urban endorsed this belief. These studies suggest that people in rural areas may not adopt technology because the benefits of adopting new technology are not made clear to them (Dickes et al., 2010; LaRose et al., 2007). Unfortunately, this may result in preventing rural first responders from utilizing tools that may help them during incident response.

Opportunities to Address Barriers

Fortunately, new legislation has created opportunities for mitigating these challenges by developing new technology specifically for first responders. The U.S. Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (Public Law 112-96, 2012) provided funding and dedicated broadband to establish the Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network (NPSBN). While NPSBN development is in progress, this network will improve broadband access for first responders by supplementing land mobile radio (LMR) with Long-Term Evolution (LTE) solutions. Currently, the public safety research and development community has focused on developing new communication technology for first responders to operate with the new network. By improving broadband access and developing new communication technology, rural first responders can better share critical information during emergencies and disasters (Comfort et al., 2004) as well as use new capabilities such as those that improve location information (Weichelt et al., 2019) and assist with providing care to people in remote locations ahead of ambulance arrival (e.g., telehealth; Ricci et al., 2003).

Although the NPSBN is poised to help address rural first responders’ need for broadband infrastructure, a solution is still needed to ensure that rural first responders will adopt new technology. Recent work has emphasized adoption as a critical piece of developing new technology for rural first responders and communities (Gasco-Hernandez et al., 2019; Weichelt et al., 2019). These studies and others (Choong et al., 2018) emphasize that although technology shows great promise to help first responders, unless technology is developed with the first responders’ context and needs in mind, this technology may not be adopted by them. The concept of including users of technology in technology development is central to human factors research and user-centered design (International Organization for Standardization (ISO), 2019). By understanding the user, a developer can design technology with the users’ needs in mind (Hackos and Redish, 1998). Ultimately, this improves the usability of a
product, increasing its efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction to the user (ISO, 2019). Therefore, in order to improve adoption of new technology, rural first responders must be directly included in research. This will ensure that technology is developed specifically for their context of use and that their current needs are accounted for when developing new technology.

**Relevant Research on Rural First Responders**

To date, most work examining rural first responders has examined their unique context of use. Studies examining the context for rural emergency and health care workers have found that rural emergency responders rely on community workers and volunteers (Greene et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2014), feel overburdened (Iversen et al., 2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004), have fewer resources and equipment (Greene et al., 2019; Oliver and Meier, 2004; Pilemalm, 2018), and serve wide, remote, and geographically diverse areas (Greene et al., 2019; Iversen et al., 2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004). However, fewer studies have investigated how rural first responders perceive, interact with, and use communication technology.

The work that has assessed rural first responders’ perceptions and use of communication technology has focused broadly on emergency and health care professionals, including nurses, emergency department workers, and EMS personnel (O’Meara et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2009) as well as community citizens, volunteers, and organizations (Pilemalm et al., 2013; Ramsell et al., 2019). These studies find that emergency, health care, and volunteer personnel are hindered by their communication devices due to the lack of interoperability between the numerous devices they use (O’Meara et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2009) and connectivity problems (Reddy et al., 2009) from a lack of infrastructure (O’Meara et al., 2002; Pilemalm et al., 2013). Recently Ramsell et al. (2019) found semi-professional emergency responders and community volunteers value smartphone application usability and interoperability to support communication during incident response.

**Gaps in Past Work**

Although these studies provide important insights, they have two important gaps. First, the studies that have assessed rural first responders’ perceptions and use of communication technology are largely specific to healthcare professionals generally and EMS personnel. It is unclear if these same problems transfer to other types of rural first responder disciplines, or if other disciplines have different problems with communication technology. Second, many of these studies examined limited types of technology, focusing largely on network coverage and mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) rather than on other communication technology more broadly such as radios, MDC, and body cameras. More work is required to identify useful functionalities beyond networks and mobile phones and instead assess needs broadly across communication technology for rural first responders.

**Current Study**

In the current study we addressed these gaps in prior work by studying the communication technology problems and needs of rural first responders across four disciplines (i.e., COMMS, EMS, FF, and LE). We also built off prior work (Greene et al., 2019; Iversen et al., 2002; Oliver and Meier, 2004) to understand rural first responders’ context of use. Focusing on hearing the voices of rural first responders is important as historically rural perspectives have been left out of research about rural environments (Chambers, 1994). Insights from this study can help developers to identify what shortcomings in current technology need to be addressed as well as where to invest future resources in developing technology for rural first responders. By ensuring solutions that are tailored to work within the unique environments in which rural first responders operate, rural first responders may be more eager to adopt and use new technology in incident response.

**METHOD**

We conducted an exploratory sequential mixed methods study with two phases. In Phase 1, qualitative interviews were conducted to comprehensively explore communication technology experiences of first responders. Findings from Phase 1 were then used to design the Phase 2 quantitative survey instrument. In this way, the exploratory nature of Phase 1 led to a broader representation of first responders in Phase 2. This paper only focuses on data and analysis from Phase 1 and details methods and results using qualitative analysis methods. There were many advantages to using a qualitative approach in this first phase of research. First, this approach allowed us to explore and probe the specific problems and needs experienced by first responders to provide deep insights into the experiences and perspectives of those first responders who participated. Although qualitative methods are exploratory in nature, these methods can be applied rigorously for analysis (see Saldana, 2013) and achieve validity (see Shenton, 2004). Second, it allowed us flexibility to examine the nuances between different first
responder disciplines. Third, this approach emphasized engaging directly with participants through semi-structured interview techniques. This allowed for examination of first responders’ top of mind priorities and dynamic perspectives and ensured that the voices of first responders were included in the research.

Recruitment and Sampling

Sixty-three rural first responders across four disciplines (COMMS (n=18), EMS (n=6), FF (n=19), and LE (n=20)) participated in the study. Purposeful and snowball sampling were used to recruit first responders. This sample was a subset of a larger effort to recruit a national sample of first responders (Choong et al., 2018; Dawkins et al., 2019; Greene et al., 2019). Five of the ten Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (2020) regions in the U.S. were represented in the sample.

Procedure

The research team scheduled 45-minute semi-structured one-on-one interview sessions at the first responders’ place of work (e.g., fire station). However, in order to maximize the number of rural first responders interviewed, a subset of the interviews was conducted in small groups rather than one-on-one. This resulted in 48 interview sessions total with 63 total first responder participants. Participants were informed that they could withdraw at any time, skip any question as needed, and decline to be audio recorded. They completed demographic questions before the interview sessions. All data were collected anonymously. Recorded interviews were transcribed then de-identified and assigned an interview number. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Research Protections Office reviewed the protocol for this project and determined it meets the criteria for “exempt human subjects research”.

Instruments

Interview Instrument

An interview instrument was developed to guide the discussion during the semi-structured interviews. The interview instrument focused on two high-level areas: 1) understanding first responders’ context of work, and 2) identifying first responders’ perceptions of and experiences with technology. To understand context of work, the interview instrument included questions and follow-up probes related to job tasks and routines, relationships with people they work with or for, and characteristics of the environment they work in. Questions about technology focused on what technology they use, what problems they have encountered, and what technology they wish they had for their jobs. The interview instrument was developed iteratively through a process with a literature review, pilot interviews with first responders, and feedback from first responders and human factors subject matter experts (see Choong et al., 2018 for full methodological details for Phase 1).

Demographics Questions

Demographic characteristics (i.e., discipline, years of service, area, location, gender, and age) were collected to ensure interview data reflected the diversity of rural first responders. Additionally, we asked two questions related to technology experience and adoption (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) to better understand rural first responders’ familiarity with technology. Participants could select as many options as were applicable to their own experiences.

Participant characteristics

The sample was made up of 18 COMMS participants, 19 FF participants, 20 LE participants, and 6 EMS participants. Table 1 displays the number of participants across rural first responder disciplines by gender, age, and total years of service. The sample was less representative of female first responders than male first responders, with female first responders comprising only 13 participants, though this is consistent with low proportions of female responders in FF and LE disciplines nationally (Crooke, 2013; Evarts and Stein, 2020). Relatedly, the larger number of females in our COMMS sample was consistent with gender demographics for the discipline nationally (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). A majority of the sample was between 36 and 55 years old and had a wide range of total years of service.

| Table 1. Frequencies of Demographic Characteristics by Rural First Responder Disciplines |
|---------------------------------|-------|-----|-----|-----|-------|
| Gender | COMMS | EMS | FF | LE | Grand Total |
| Female | 10 | 1 | 0 | 2 | 13 |
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Figure 1 and Figure 2 display rural first responders’ experiences with using and adopting technology. Although nearly 83% indicated they could do most or all things with technology with some assistance, 19% indicated they had limited knowledge or needed help with technology. In looking at experience adopting new technology, nearly 40% mentioned they let others work out the kinks. Although 28.6% said they follow technology trends, nearly 21% either adopt new technology when theirs has died or it becomes required.

Because participants could select multiple responses and the total number of participants was used to compute percentages, responses sum to over 100%. One participant did not answer the questions.

---

1 Because participants could select multiple responses and the total number of participants was used to compute percentages, responses sum to over 100%. One participant did not answer the questions.
Qualitative Analysis

As part of the qualitative analysis process, transcripts were coded. Coding refers to assigning categories to participants’ responses in order to reduce the data set so that it can be analyzed to find patterns and themes. The multidisciplinary research team first created an *a priori* coding list to be used for the initial coding of five randomly chosen transcripts from the entire project (see Choong et al., 2018). These five transcripts were independently coded by all team members, then the research team met to review their codes to determine if the codes were applied in consistent ways. This provided the opportunity to revise codes and operationalize how each should be applied, ultimately resulting in a finalized list of operationalized codes. The researchers coded all remaining transcripts using the final code list. The data associated with each code were extracted into separate files so that the relationships within and amongst the codes could be explored and themes identified.

The current study focused on the data from the transcripts of the 48 rural interviews with the 63 rural first responders, with codes related to: 1) communication technology problems and needs and 2) the context of use rural first responders operate within. First, to identify communication technology problems and needs, we reanalyzed responses initially coded into the “problem: technology” or “wish list” codes by further classifying responses into more specific categories and subcategories (see Dawkins et al., 2019). The “problems: technology” items were classified into the list of 18 technology problems displayed in Table 2. The same was done for the 15 “wish list” items displayed in Table 3. These categories and their corresponding subcategories were created for the larger research effort to identify the needs and requested functionalities that were most important to first responders (Dawkins et al., 2019). Here they were applied to the subset of the data with rural first responders. Two researchers independently identified the categories and subcategories for each response, with one researcher categorizing the problems and the other categorizing the needs. The research team then met to discuss, operationalize, and finalize the classifications. Second, to identify the rural context of use for problems and needs, we identified themes about the rural context from the extracted data (see Greene et al., 2019).

The qualitative results present themes using the direct quotes given by rural first responders. Quotes serve as exemplars and are representative of the data set as a whole. Each quote is followed by the reference to the participant in parentheses, including their discipline (i.e., COMMS, EMS, FF, or LE), area (R = Rural), and interview number (e.g., 001). Because participants were anonymous, identifiers are not tied back to a specific participant.
Table 2. Communication Technology Problems Categories and Subcategories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-1-1 Calls</td>
<td>Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG 911), caller location, nuisance calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Clarity</td>
<td>Hard to hear, audio feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Camera</td>
<td>Functional issues, physical issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>Reception, bandwidth issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruption of Operations</td>
<td>Continuity of Operations (COOP), mobile operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation/Information</td>
<td>Implementation/Installation issues, cost as a prohibitor, IT management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology (IT) Infrastructure</td>
<td>no user requirements collected/considered, public safety network reservations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>External interoperability, internal interoperability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone/Earpiece</td>
<td>Cord, earpiece, wireless microphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Data Computer (MDC)/Mobile Data Terminal (MDT)</td>
<td>Navigation/mapping, functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overwhelmed</td>
<td>Sensory overload, situational awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Ergonomics</td>
<td>Robustness, battery problems, bulky and heavy, too many devices, physical discomfort, display size, safety concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>Dead zones, traffic, channel switching, usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Unreliable technology, redundancy, unreliable transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Constraints</td>
<td>Authentication, access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Outdated</td>
<td>Outdated, incomparable to personal technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Overrated</td>
<td>Problems with new technology, doesn’t solve communication problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interfaces</td>
<td>Ineffective and inefficient, alerting, modality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>Data issues, surveillance videos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Categories and subcategories listed here are exhaustive but may not have been used across all disciplines. For example, “9-1-1 calls” only were coded for COMMS personnel.
Table 3. Communication Technology Wish List Categories and Subcategories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-In-One</td>
<td>Cell phones and/or radios, tablets, software and apps, general multifunctional devices, cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Center Technology</td>
<td>Improved dispatch interface, multimedia data package, access to caller cell camera, large multi-view display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>Reliability, better coverage, clearer communication, improved functionality, longer battery life, faster devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futuristic</td>
<td>Media/Science-fiction influenced, smart buildings, face and object recognition software, self-driving vehicles, augmented reality (AR), emergency traffic light system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Gear/Wearables</td>
<td>Heads-up display (HUD), in-mask microphone/earpiece, responder vitals, personal protective equipment (PPE) technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Software/hardware compatibility, interagency communication system, patient care report (PCR), body camera integration, interjurisdictional criminal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphones/Earpieces</td>
<td>Wireless, specialized earpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Apps</td>
<td>Information references, discipline-specific apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Ergonomics</td>
<td>Smaller and lighter, fewer devices, robustness, larger devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radios</td>
<td>Channel switching, multiple talk groups, prevent accidental transmissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-Time Technology</td>
<td>Live video and images - capture/live feed technology, traffic and navigation, drones, language translation, identification devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking</td>
<td>Responder location, caller location, search technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable security</td>
<td>Single sign-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interfaces</td>
<td>User friendly, hands free, non-verbal communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Windshield HUD, built-in camera, automatic license plate reader, dashboard computer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Categories and subcategories listed here are exhaustive but may not have been used across all disciplines. For example, the “body camera integration” subcategory in the “interoperability” category was only coded for law enforcement.

**RESULTS**

**Technology Problems and Wish List Items Across Rural First Responder Disciplines**

Technology problems are displayed in Figure 3 and wish list items in Figure 4. Across disciplines, rural first responders experienced the most problems with radios, reliability of devices, interoperability, implementation/IT infrastructure, and physical ergonomics. Their top wish list items were related to improving their current communication technology’s functionality, specifically devices’ reliability and coverage, as well as improving devices’ interoperability and physical ergonomics. However, they also were interested in some futuristic technology, especially real-time technology and location tracking.
Figure 3. Technology problems across rural first responder disciplines.
Radio and Connectivity

Rural first responders experienced the most issues with dead zones preventing radio transmissions. Relatedly, rural first responders expressed problems with connectivity, especially in accessing bandwidth to gain reception for internet and cell phones. Some discussed dead zones in buildings or other structures, but many mentioned dead zones specific to rural terrain (e.g., mountains) that limit communication technology.

Cell phones are great but again we’re on a very rural county and if you get to the far ends of our county towards the east good luck. Radio traffic is null out there as well as cell phone is. (FF-R-049)

Rural first responders’ most requested wish list item for improved functionality was improving radio and cell phone coverage in rural areas.

...You want your radios to work and you want your cell phones to work all over the county. I mean that’s pretty much it...We did a missing person scenario down towards [county name redacted] in the national forest and nobody’s radio worked...phone didn’t work. (LE-R-048)

With access to wider coverage, rural first responders could improve the efficiency and effectiveness by which they communicate with their team members, transmit information to other responders and hospitals, and maintain a lifeline in dangerous situations.

Reliability

Many rural first responders felt their devices were unreliable, describing past experiences in which their communication technology did not work in the way intended.
We have the [inaudible] MDTs [mobile data terminals], but I think we would call it a failed technology... We spend more time wasting time trying to keep that thing working than we do doing our job. So we've given up on it... (FF-R-019)

Finding a solution to reliability problems was also at the top of rural first responders’ wish lists. They wanted to be able to trust the technology that they use, eliminating unnecessary distractions and stress.

**Interoperability**

Rural first responders described difficulties communicating among disciplines across rural areas and also during situations where they must work with other jurisdictions. The second most requested wish list item was improved interoperability, and many rural first responders were specifically interested in improved interagency communication. Improving communication interoperability for rural first responders with other disciplines, areas, and jurisdictions would help improve incident response, as well as increase information being shared with relevant parties.

Speaker 2: I mean, I can’t call [county name redacted], call on the cell phone. I can’t call [another county name redacted]; we don’t have their frequencies available, so it would all have to be relayed from us to here to County, to their dispatch to their officer and then back to the state again.

Speaker 1: Which creates the delay you talked about earlier.

Speaker 2: Right. And what is lost in translation. (LE-R-060)

Rural first responders also discussed that the numerous devices they use are not well integrated.

I think my biggest gripes are that e-ticketing machine and just the fact that it’s not well thought-out for the application. I don’t think there’s any reason why it couldn’t be done on the phone that I already carry or the computer that’s already in the car. (LE-R-018)

Rural first responders mentioned a need for more interoperability between software and hardware. Improving internal interoperability may decrease the amount of time to transmit information and may also reduce the burden, frustration, and confusion of using multiple devices.

**Implementation/IT Infrastructure**

Rural first responders described problems implementing and installing communication technology. One reason mentioned in the interviews was that many updates require access to the latest technology or use of broadband speeds to which many rural first responders do not yet have access. One COMMS worker described a situation where the communications center sought to use new technology but could not implement the new system because of the call center’s outdated computer systems.

So, you have to do an upgrade your phone system to make it compatible to go on NextGen… we are going to upgrade the phone switch, which we did. But then, our wall boards that tells us how many calls are waiting…they quit working. Well, we found out that the computers that are driving the wall boards are not powerful enough to drive the wall boards with the upgrade. (COMMS-R-019)

Many rural first responders discussed these issues with implementation as being related to a broader issue of funding.

I mean funding is a huge issue…If a truck went down that truck’s gone until we can save up the money or get a grant or figure out something to fix that truck. I mean we were living year to year as a department you know and that depended on the size of the department and the size of the town. (FF-R-048)

Because rural departments were often underfunded, cost may be a prohibitor for rural first responders in accessing, training for, updating, and replacing communication technology.
Physical Ergonomics

Physical ergonomics problems and needs captured a wide range of topics, with some related to rural first responders’ number, size, and weight of devices, and others related to physical aspects of devices such as robustness, battery life, comfort, and safety concerns. Rural first responders discussed problems with devices’ robustness in rural environments. Rural first responders must have robust equipment to meet the challenges of the incidents they respond to (e.g., extreme heat) and the environments they work within, as they often encounter difficult terrain such as mountains or rivers. For this reason, many rural first responders requested improved robustness as a wish list item.

A lot of our computer sites are above 10,000, 11,000, 12,000 feet. You can't get to some of them unless it's summer. If one [of] them breaks down, well, just have to wait until the weather clears. I mean, we have ice loading on some of our tower sites such that it shuts them down… we wait until it warms up and it falls off…Sometimes we go up in a snow cab or the technician does. I mean, that's dangerous, expensive work… (EMS-R-008)

They also discussed having battery issues with their devices. Additionally, they requested having fewer devices to operate, as another problem was having too many devices. Although making devices more robust and integrated would be of interest to rural first responders across disciplines, some specific problems and needs differed depending on the discipline.

Technology Problems and Wish List Items for Each Rural First Responder Discipline

Although many of these problems and needs were common across all disciplines, each rural first responder discipline experienced unique problems specific to their job requirements and context of use. Each also identified specific wish list items that would be beneficial to their needs. The discipline-specific data presented below were emphasized within a discipline but were not unique to that discipline.

COMMS Responders

Rural COMMS personnel experienced unique problems by nature of the environment they work within. COMMS personnel do not respond on-scene; they instead take emergency calls and dispatch first responders to the scene. COMMS personnel discussed the difficulty in locating callers during 9-1-1 calls, as some rural areas do not have addresses. Unique terrains (e.g., mountains, rivers) also bring in seasonal tourists, causing an increase in visitors unfamiliar with the area who have difficulty identifying their location when calling 9-1-1. For these reasons, COMMS personnel saw benefits to using technology to improve caller tracking.

I would want to have the ability to see where my callers are…And I wish I could have the technology to see like a straight path to guide my officers to my callers…There are times when we've had calls where people were in domestic situations and they couldn't really tell us everything so that would help a lot. (COMMS-R-014)

They were also interested in improving communications center technology, such as having improved dispatch interfaces, better multimedia data packages to receive information, and access to callers’ cell phone cameras. Although they saw benefits to technology, COMMS personnel were wary of new technology. They could foresee negative impacts and new challenges that may come with new technology, especially Next-Generation 9-1-1, a digitally-based 9-1-1 system (see National 911 Program). COMMS personnel expressed concerns over both seeing graphic or inappropriate images in texts and needing to slow down their response time to communicate via text with callers.

EMS Responders

EMS personnel mentioned problems writing and sending patient reports to hospitals. They discussed their MDCs were often unreliable and would crash or otherwise fail to save a patient report. In addition to crashing, EMS personnel also discussed that sometimes when their computers were working, computers could still fail to send patient information due to disrupted connectivity.

EMS personnel discussed that reliable and usable technology was expensive, causing some departments to opt for outdated solutions. In some cases, EMS personnel discussed using pencil and paper for report writing rather than computers. When EMS personnel did have technology for writing and recording patient information, they were
often frustrated by how difficult their systems were to use. In fact, EMS personnel sometimes spent more time writing a report than they needed to, and in some cases had to rewrite their reports. Moreover, some mentioned that because they did not have dedicated IT staff, they often wasted valuable time fixing their systems or finding alternate solutions.

What happens when it doesn't work? What happens when we have trouble with it? Who fixes it? Because I can't just call downstairs to IT, okay? I've got a contractor that does our IT because we don't have an IT department. They're budgeted two days a week, maybe. (EMS-R-008)

For these reasons, EMS personnel expressed interest in reliable technology, as this improvement may save them time and frustration, allowing them to focus on their jobs.

**FF Responders**

FF personnel had difficulty with mics and radios during incident response. They had problems hearing their radios when there was external sound caused by the fire and alarms, and their mics picked up breathing and other sounds that made communications hard to hear. They also had physical ergonomics issues, ranging from problems with batteries to having devices that were not robust to rural incident response. Many also expressed that their technology was outdated.

…When a fire is paged out here they may page out the appropriate response it may or may not go out over the radio. We have somewhat of an outdated underfunded antiquated communications here in our county. (FF-R-049)

Although improved functionality for current devices was the top requested wish list item, FF personnel also saw benefits to new technology that could provide them with live real-time information about rural fires. They also requested improved software/hardware compatibility that could link multiple devices to send information to a single source.

**LE Responders**

Use of body cameras is specific to LE personnel in their day-to-day work. Some expressed physical challenges securely attaching their body cameras to their uniform, as well as mentioned that they spend significant time and effort storing and uploading the cameras’ information.

[Regarding body camera videos] It can add quite a bit of time because for the most part the upload time is the real time…I think the longest recording I have was probably about 3 hours which it breaks it up into thirty minute intervals but it took almost 2½ or 3 hours for that one video to upload then I had 10 other ones that I had to upload so the upload speed is absolutely horrible. (LE-R-045)

LE personnel often mentioned challenges using devices that were bulky, too numerous, and not reliable due to battery problems. These ergonomics challenges were often specific to the equipment they use, such as e-ticketing devices and utility belt equipment.

**Futuristic Functionalities**

Beyond desiring technology to address their current problems, rural first responders most discussed wanting new technology that can provide real-time and location tracking information.

**Real-Time Information**

Rural first responders discussed that the ability to send and receive live video and images would be useful.

Or that there's the ability that that camera would be tied to the MDC so that I could push a button, take a picture, and transmit that without sitting here and opening an email, figure out who's working today, who's going to get this email...(FF-R-008)

Accessing rich and detailed information in real-time would assist rural first responders with planning for and
responding to incidents.

**Access To Location Information**

Many discussed that having tracking information would be useful for locating both 9-1-1 callers and first responders during incident response. 

> And I think the mapping is a little -- like if we could somehow manage to afford, like live mapping or whatever…(COMMS-R-019)

Some rural first responders discussed that having information collected from previous incidents and locations as well as global positioning system (GPS) tracking of nearby responders and vehicles would improve preparing for and responding to incidents.

**DISCUSSION**

Rural first responders’ primary communication technology problems were the lack of reliable coverage and connectivity, interoperability, implementation/IT infrastructure, and physical ergonomics of communication technology. This is consistent with work examining both rural (Greene et al., 2019; O'Meara et al., 2002; Pilemalm et al., 2013; Reddy et al., 2009) and urban and suburban public safety personnel (Dawkins et al., 2019). This suggests that research and development addressing these problems are likely to benefit all first responders. However, our findings suggest that the rural context of use must be considered in order to improve communication technology specifically for rural first responders.

Although urban and suburban first responders also experience dead zones and connectivity issues (Dawkins et al., 2019), the lack of broadband infrastructure and geographic dead zones are largely unique to rural areas. Most rural first responders in this study relied on using radios and cell phones to communicate, and when these devices were unable to connect, rural first responders had no way to coordinate with other responders in the area or acquire new information. Although broadband coverage has been improving (FCC, 2020), some areas that have coverage have slow speeds (Meinrath et al., 2019; Perrin, 2019). Developers should carefully consider the communication technology they develop for use in rural areas; until broadband access and speed is improved, some devices may not work as intended or at all. Therefore, researchers and designers should continue to consider how to increase coverage and connectivity of communication technology in rural areas.

Researchers and designers would also benefit rural first responders by developing devices that are robust to extreme weather and terrains and are developed with appropriate physical ergonomics requirements in mind for each first responder discipline. While FF personnel may need robust radios and mics adaptable to hot temperatures and loud scenes, LE personnel need body cameras and equipment for their belts that allow them to move easily. Moreover, rural first responders in this study had limited budgets that may preclude them from replacing technology often. Therefore, technology should also endure for a long period of time.

An important theme in the interviews was the additional burdens placed on rural first responders. Not only did they serve a wide area, but because of funding and resource allocations, they were often asked to do their jobs without proper equipment and personnel. Although technology has the potential to decrease these burdens by increasing the amount of information they have and decreasing time spent on tasks performed, we saw obstacles to this goal in our data. In many cases technology was an added burden, both mentally and physically to the day-to-day tasks of rural first responders. Some were distracted by managing and carrying many devices, and some spent extra time fixing technological problems and coordinating communication efforts between and across agencies. Therefore, designers should develop technology that will be easy to use and maintain, cost effective, lightweight, and integrated into technology they already possess. Additionally, in responding to the technology experience and adoption questions, approximately 61% of rural first responders indicated they would be hesitant to proactively adopt new technology. Developers must therefore ensure the benefits of new communication technology are made clear. By alleviating burdens caused by technology, rural first responders may more readily adopt new communication technology that will reduce their frustration and save them time. Such changes may help rural responders perform their jobs more efficiently, thereby decreasing the amount of time needed to respond to incidents. Because past research has found a relationship between response times and patient outcomes and satisfaction (Jennings et al., 2006; Persse et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 1999), improved efficiency may have benefits to rural first responders and their communities.

Taken together, it is unsurprising that when rural first responders were asked what new technology would benefit them, they wanted their current problems fixed rather than entirely new communication technology. However,
this does not mean that rural first responders were uninterested in new or futuristic devices. Rather than seeing future technology as a way to improve communication, rural first responders saw more utility for technology to improve access to real-time information. These findings are consistent with prior work with urban and suburban first responders (Choong et al., 2018) and underscore the need for developers to address problems but also anticipate first responders’ need for information.

It is important to note that these results were a part of the Phase 1 study, which was only the first phase of a larger sequential mixed methods study. Therefore, while the Phase 1 results were meant to explore the experiences of first responders and their context of work, the results were also intended for use in developing the Phase 2 survey. The qualitative results presented in this study were meant to deeply investigate a phenomenon by providing access into the world of those interviewed, in their own voices. Although the sample sizes for each discipline in this paper were small (e.g., n=6 for EMS), the data were rich and highly contextualized to the rural environment. Thus, the goal was not to generalize to the broader rural population, but to provide in-depth insights into the phenomenon of the perspective of those interviewed. Phase 2 was designed to expand upon the Phase 1 results with a larger sample. Phase 2 results can provide a broader representation of first responders and comprehensively capture communication technology usage, problems, and needs. Therefore, the ultimate aim of our research will be to use both exploratory findings from Phase 1 and broader representative findings from Phase 2 to inform the development and design of new technology for first responders. We encourage additional studies to continue to expand upon the communication technology experiences of first responders, especially those who work within rural environments. Specifically, work is needed to analyze differences in problems and needs depending on demographic subgroups (e.g., gender, age, volunteer status) as well as ensure findings can generalize to the broader rural population. Future work may also benefit from moving beyond self-report to using scenario-based assessments (see Pilemalm, 2018) to elucidate problems experienced during incident response, as well as testing new technology (e.g., real-time technology) with this population.

These limitations non-withstanding, results from this study highlight many ways communication technology can be designed and improved for rural first responders:

1. Better coverage and connectivity for cell phones and radios
2. Improved interoperability both for communicating across agencies and for integrating devices
3. Strong and long-lasting devices that work in extreme physical environments
4. Affordable devices that are easy to fix and inexpensive to train on

By continuing to study human factors in rural first responder populations, technology can be developed and improved for rural first responders. This could shift how rural first responders view, adopt, and use communication technology. Rural first responders may transition away from viewing communication technology as a problem and burden, and instead view communication technology as a trusted tool for more effectively and efficiently protecting and serving their communities.
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